
SMG Technology: Dynamic assistance

Addressing the blind spot in digital CX

Without a way to help these users as they 

experience frustration, brands miss the 

opportunity to solve customer issues up-front 

and risk losing a customer. The missing piece is 

offering real-time service recovery which helps 

users overcome their specific obstacles when 

they have signaled challenges through feedback. 

With dynamic assistance, brands can: 

 Identify and address conversion challenges 

as they occur

 Ensure a positive visitor experience despite 

issues

 Proactively support digital visitor needs

 Build more personal, human connections

 Keep visitors on your site

A comprehensive digital CX strategy involves 

an increasing number of digital touchpoints, 

with many chances for brands to engage 

with visitors and see how well they have built 

a seamless, frictionless digital experience. 

While common CX solutions give brands 

the vital insights they need to improve 

their customers’ digital experience moving 

forward, they often miss the game-changing 

opportunity to help that visitor in the moment. 

Dynamic assistance 
helps address customer 
issues within the 
experience through 
in-the-moment 
interventions to 
proactively solve 
problems and drive 
visitor conversion.

Offer website visitors the real-time help they need

 ⊲ Promote digital customer conversion with real-time issue resolution

 ⊲ Build personal connections by solving problems from within the digital experience

 ⊲ Improve CX insights with a new feedback channel

Dynamic assistance

SMG’s dynamic assistance capability provides digital CX practitioners the 

ability to help users overcome obstacles and find what they’re looking for 

in-the-moment, instead of having to wait on the submission, analysis, and 

resolution of feedback after the customer has already moved on. By supporting 

real-time live or AI-enabled help through virtual chat or guided selling 

flow implementations, dynamic assistance provides users in-the-moment 

assistance to overcome their barriers and convert online.
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When companies solve 
customer problems 
quickly, customers are 
2.4x more likely to stay*

*Forrester | The ROI of CX Transformation
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Virtual chat

Dynamic assistance in action

Dynamic assistance is available across SMG’s 

digital solutions—including both passive 

(feedback button) and active (baseline +  

micro survey) feedback mechanisms. Brands 

can employ: 

Virtual chat: Point users from the feedback 

button to virtual chat for live help, via either 

people-based assistance or AI assistance 

driven by logic-based rules.

Guided selling: AI-based guided selling flows 

support product discovery and help users 

define what they’re looking for based on their 

specific needs.

To learn more 

about implementing 

dynamic assistance 

across your digital 

touchpoints, visit 

smg.com/contactus.

About Service Management Group
SMG is a leading experience management (XM) provider, accelerating value by changing how brands act on customer 

+ employee insights. With a rich 30-year history rooted in The Service Profit Chain, SMG is the industry’s only software 

with a service (SwaS) provider—uniquely pairing an enterprise platform with professional services to help brands 

generate new revenue, grow existing revenue, reduce churn + detractors, and drive operational efficiencies. To learn 

more about our customer, employee, and brand experience management solutions, visit www.smg.com.
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Guided selling

Uncover insights that improve the  

customer experience

Insights collected from interactions during 

dynamic assistance add to in-depth 

analysis that enables brands to make 

game-changing business improvements 

that drive program ROI, customer loyalty, 

and increased customer spend as part of 

SMG’s industry-leading software with a 

service (SwaS) model.

Dynamic assistance empowers brands  

to get the best of both worlds by  

collecting important CX feedback data 

while also addressing customer pain 

points where they happen along the digital 

customer journey. This industry-leading 

solution helps every customer experience 

be a positive one, even when things don’t 

go quite right.
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